### Dimensions / Descriptions / Pricing

#### Add-On Drawer Kits
- Includes Drawer, Slides & Handle
- Model #501: 36"W x 18"D x 3'3"H - 12 Dividers, 18 Compartments - $113.00
- Model #502: 36"W x 24"D x 3'3"H - 18 Dividers, 24 Compartments - $131.00
- Model #503: 48"W x 18"D x 3'3"H - 16 Dividers, 24 Compartments - $142.00
- Model #504: 48"W x 24"D x 3'3"H - 24 Dividers, 32 Compartments - $157.00
- Model #505: 36"W x 18"D x 6'6"H - 12 Dividers, 18 Compartments - $162.00
- Model #506: 36"W x 24"D x 6'6"H - 18 Dividers, 24 Compartments - $181.00
- Model #507: 48"W x 18"D x 6'6"H - 16 Dividers, 24 Compartments - $207.00
- Model #508: 48"W x 24"D x 6'6"H - 24 Dividers, 32 Compartments - $232.00
- Model #509: 36"W x 18"D x 9'1"H - No Dividers, No Compartments - $143.00
- Model #510: 36"W x 24"D x 9'1"H - No Dividers, No Compartments - $153.00
- Model #511: 48"W x 18"D x 9'1"H - No Dividers, No Compartments - $156.00
- Model #512: 48"W x 24"D x 9'1"H - No Dividers, No Compartments - $174.00

9"H & 6"H Drawer - 400 LB Capacity • 3"H Drawer - 250 LB Capacity


#### Add-On Shelves
- Model #513: 36"W x 12"D - $13.00
- Model #514: 36"W x 18"D - $16.00
- Model #515: 36"W x 24"D - $19.00
- Model #516: 48"W x 12"D - $16.00
- Model #517: 48"W x 18"D - $20.00
- Model #518: 48"W x 24"D - $25.00

Available Gray Or White.

#### Brake Rotor Shelving Conversion Kits
- Model #59000: 36"W x 18"D - For 36"W x 18"D Shelf - $29.00
- Model #59001: 48"W x 18"D - For 48"W x 18"D Shelf - $29.00
- Model #59002: 36"W x 24"D - For 48"W x 24"D Shelf - $29.00
- Model #59003: 48"W x 24"D - For 48"W x 24"D Shelf - $29.00

#### Front Skirts & Bin Fronts For Bottom Front Of Units
- Model #571280: 36"W x 27.75"H - Front Skirt - $4.00
- Model #571282: 36"W x 2.75"H - Front Skirt - $5.50
- Model #571283: 36"W x 1.75"H - Bin Front - $6.00
- Model #571285: 48"W x 3"H - Bin Front - $7.50

Available In Gray Only.

#### Sliding Shelf Dividers
- Model #571360: 18"W x 6"D - For 18"D Shelf - $7.50
- Model #571360: 24"W x 6"D - For 24"D Shelf - $10.00

#### Single Panel Tool Boards
- Model #5SM1236: 12"W x 36"H - $36.00
- Model #5SM1242: 12"W x 42 1/2"H - $42.00
- Model #5SM1244: 12"W x 48"H - $48.00
- Model #5SM1836: 18"W x 36"H - $48.00
- Model #5SM1842: 18"W x 42 1/2"H - $48.00
- Model #5SM1848: 18"W x 48"H - $48.00
- Model #5S0424: 24"W x 36"H - No Dividers, No Compartments - $50.00
- Model #5S0424: 24"W x 42 1/2"H - No Dividers, No Compartments - $50.00
- Model #5S0424: 24"W x 48"H - No Dividers, No Compartments - $60.00

#### Tool Board Kits
- Model #5SM012: 12"W x 85"H - (2) 42 1/2"H Panels With Hooks - $152.00
- Model #5SM016: 18"W x 85"H - (2) 42 1/2"H Panels With Hooks - $164.00
- Model #5SM024: 24"W x 85"H - (2) 42 1/2"H Panels With Hooks - $178.00

#### Back & Side Panels
- Model #571380: ShurRack™ Back Panel - 36"W x 36"H - $15.00
- Model #571381: ShurRack™ Back Panel - 48"W x 36"H - $20.00
- Model #571385: ShurRack™ Back Panel - 48"W x 36"H - $20.00
- Model #571386: ShurRack™ Back Panel - 48"W x 48"H - $27.00
- Model #571390: ShurRack™ Side Panel - 12"W x 36"H - $5.00
- Model #571391: ShurRack™ Side Panel - 12"W x 48"H - $7.00
- Model #571396: ShurRack™ Side Panel - 18"W x 36"H - $7.00
- Model #571397: ShurRack™ Side Panel - 18"W x 48"H - $9.00
- Model #571398: ShurRack™ Side Panel - 24"W x 36"H - $9.00
- Model #571399: ShurRack™ Side Panel - 24"W x 48"H - $12.00

#### Additional Accessories
- Model #571247: Snap Bracket For Shelf - (4) Per Shelf - $1.50
- Model #571248: Half Clip For Shelf - $0.50
- Model #572703: Drawer Dividers For 3"H Drawers - Set Of (20) - $34.00
- Model #572704: Drawer Dividers For 6"H Drawers - Set Of (20) - $34.00
- Model #575280: 36"W - Plastic Label Holder For 36"W Drawer - $3.00
- Model #575285: 48"W - Plastic Label Holder For 48"W Drawer - $3.62
- Model #572206: 3"W - Plastic Label Holder For Drawer Divider - $1.22
- Model #572200: 3"W - Magnetic Label Holder - $1.22
- Model #572701: S Hook For Hanging Sheet Metal Rack - $1.80
- Model #573702: C Hook For Hanging Sheet Metal Rack - $1.80
- Model #571362: Anchor Plate Shims - $0.00
- Model #571363: Anchor Plate - $0.00

Versatile Shelving Solutions With Endless Configurations!